Playing of Tennis Matches Must Be Soon As Possible

The approach of bad weather makes it absolutely necessary that all players enter the freshman and upperclassmen tennis tournaments as soon as possible. Both men’s and women’s matches are awarded by the time scheduled for each; the home matches in the basement will positively affect the status of the players in the upper bracket.

It will be well worth while to come early to take stock of the teams, but the other

New Towing Tank Will Be Built At Cost Of $35,000

Measurements of Pool Will Be 150 Feet by 10 by 6

Poole Used For Testing Models

A fully equipped towing tank to be constructed will be the feature of President Compton’s expansion program. The tank will be used in experimenting with models of types of hulls under various conditions.

It would be about 150 feet long, ten feet wide, and six feet deep, probably

Feeling Runs High
As Students Pack Tech Union Rally

The Governor In Action

Curley calls G. O. P. Campaign Song “A Laugh”

G. O. P. Speaker Questioned
On Labor Law Record

Lewis And Hood Are Speakers
Hogie “right kind”

Applause, hoo-hoos and hoots from a capacity crowd of 800 students greeted the political speeches at the Tech Union Rally yesterday at 5 o’clock in Room 10-250.

The failure of three of the speakers to appear, Mr. John W. Halligan, Mr. John C. Simmons and Mr. Charles T. Haley, was in part attributed to a sudden elbowing of Major Hamlin, campaign manager for Haigis, Mr. John D. Souling, Republican, and Mr. J. D. Mclachlan, Democrat. The other speakers present were the Hon. F. S. Shankland, delegate for U. S. Senator, Mr. Alfred H. Gruenther, delegate for Governor, Mr. Opie Hood, candidate for Governor, Edward S. Morse, Republican, Miss Florence Ray Layton, candidate for congressman in the sixth congressional district, and Dean Auditor Thomas H. Buckley, Democratic can-

text continues on page 2)

Says Hangar Should Be Built

"Hangar Should Go"

Says Oscar Hedlund

Track Coach Says Tech Needs Recreation Facilities

"The Institute has always been known to foster athletes, but they are largely..."

Soph Dance Has Hudson - Delange

Noted Band Plays For Dance At Aero Club

On November 13

Hudson and Delange’s orchestra will play for the Sophomore Dance on November 13, President Harold Sev- kets of the class of ’39 announced yesterday. His announcement also re- vealed that the dance will take place in the Hotel Continental.

Almost unheard of a year ago, the Hudson-Delange orchestra now holds a position of prominence among the dance bands of the nation. Components of the "Organ-Smoker-Suite" and numerous other "swinging" tunes, Hudson and Delange have been especially well known during the last few months, having been chosen only last week as one of the most popular dance bands at Boston University. The orchestra is scheduled to play at im-

portant functions, at Harvard, W. H. W. Ranter, Brown and other well known colleges this season.

The name of the festivalists, the Ilo-

University in Cambridge, has one of the best known dance floors in the vicinity. Besides the ballroom, the brew- ing facilities such as a lounge and a bar will be available.

Opinions at one dollar go on sale to- day. The total price per couple will be $2.75 for option tickets and $3.00 at the door.

A.S.M. E. Membership Drive On This Week

The Technology branch of the American Society of Mechanical En- gineers this week conducts its annual membership drive.

A booth in the main lobby will be open during above and two other booths will be set up in Room 140 and in the opening lecture of the course the senior lecturer of the American society will have given on television that the average engineer will find many subjects of contact between his special re-

The chief of the course, here- after the Institute president of the American society in the physics department of the Lawrence of the Lawrence department, has "...to begin to meet the criticisms of the tech- courses and the physics courses of the society and the quality of the lecture courses and the quality of the lecture...

Steady Range of Speakers

"A.W.P. Speaker Questioned"
On Labor Law Record

Lewis and Hood Are Speakers
Hogies “right kind”
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Television’s Early Public Appearance Predicted by Baird

Great Possibilities For Radio Engineers In Field Of Television

That television would be commercially developed within these years was the prediction made at Friday at the Radio Society’s meeting by Holila of the Bureau of Standards and a member of the World Wide Broadcasting Sys-

phone engineer will find it greatly to his advantage if he specializes in television.

Tech Student Union Holds Meeting Today
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